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ratios around 10% or higher are considered
The Farm Financial Standards Council current- good. Overall, though, the farm profitability
ly has 21 ratios they recommend to use to eval- ratios, ROA and ROE, have “good” values that
uate the financial condition of a farm. Two of are much less than the “good” rates of return
the most used ratios are the ROA (Return on that one could expect from buying stocks or inAssets) and the ROE (Return on Equity). vesting in other assets with similar risk. HowThese two ratios provide guidance about the ever, there is a reason that farm profitability
profitabity of a farm business. ROA shows the rates appear low when compared to non-farm
return that a farm business earns on its assets investments.
while ROE shows the return to farm equity.
ROA and ROE only appear low to other investValues for what are considered “good” levels ments such as stocks because of the way the
for ROA and ROE can vary depending upon ratios are calculated. Calculating an investment
the farm circumstances and who is evaluating in stocks would include both the increase in the
the farm. Generally though ROA ratios around stock price and any stock dividends in the cal5% or higher are considered good while ROE culation of a rate of return. ROA and ROE only
include farm income in the calculation. Left
out of the calculation is any increase in farmland values. IncreasAg loan delinquency rate
es in farmland values are where
9%
many farmers see wealth changes.
Thus, by the very definition of the
8%
ROA and ROE calculations, ROA
7%
and ROE will appear to be low be6%
cause land value appreciation is
5%
not included.
4%
Both ROA and ROE are calculated
starting with Net Farm Income
3%
From Operations (NFIFO). This is
2%
the net income before any capital
1%
gains or losses are added. The defi0%
nition of ROA is: (NFIFO + interest expense - unpaid labor) / average total assets. The definition of
ROE is: (NFIFO - unpaid labor) /
Year
Figure 1. Delinquency Rate on Loans To Finance Agricul- average total equity. The major difference in these ratios (other than
tural Production, All Commercial Banks (St.
dividing by assets vs equity) is the
Louis Federal Reserve Bank)
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inclusion of adding back interest expense into
the numerator of the ROA equation. This
adding back of interest is done so that farms
with different asset bases can be compared together. That is, a farm with little debt can be
compared to a farm with the majority of its assets as debt capital. The ratio is, after all, a
measure of asset productivity (which would include both owner’s equity and debt capital).
This adding back in of interest produces an interesting result when comparing ROA to ROE.
ROE should be greater than ROA. If it is not,
then a farm is earning less on its debt capital
than its cost of borrowing that capital. It is never a good situation for a farm to borrow money
at one rate of interest and then earn a rate of return lower than that borrowing rate. For an odd
year, a farm may find that ROA>ROE because
of lower yields or prices. This is usually not a
problem if it happens only occasionally. However, if a farm finds that ROA>ROE consistently, then that farm needs to rethink how it is
using debt capital. For a farm to succeed
longterm and use debt capital then ROE should
be consistently greater than ROA.

This paper examines the relationship between
ROA and ROE for KFMA farms to determine
when farms might be experiencing financial
trouble. This paper was motivated by Figure 1.
Figure 1 is the delinquency rate on loans by all
commercial banks to finance agricultural
production (St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank).
This figure averages the quarterly results to
give a yearly value. Delinquency rates were
high in the 1980's but came down as the farm
crisis ended. However from 2009 until 2012,
farm delinquency rates experienced a jump
from 1% to 3%.
This increase in the delinquecy rate around
2010 cannot be explained just from net farm
income. Figure 2 shows the running average of
three years of net farm income from 1976
through 2016. As the figure indicaes, the threeyear average of net farm income was very
steady from 1988 until 2005 at about $40,000
per year. Then the high profit years kicked in
and the three year average of net farm income
went even higher. There is nothing in this history of NFI to indicate an income problem that
might lead to higher delinquency rates around
2010.
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Figure 2. Three year running average of KFMA farms
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Comparing ROA to ROE
Because ROA can be greater than ROE
due to unpredictable weather and
prices, a longer term trend of ROA
greater than ROE is used to see if it
can help predict loan problems. Figure
3 shows the percentage of KFMA
farms where ROA is greater than ROE
for three different time spans. The
green line is just for cases where the
minimum length of time that ROA is
greater than ROE is at least one year.
This line shows the variability that
weather and prices can cause. The blue
line shows the percentage of farms
where ROA>ROE for at least two
years. The red line is the percentage of
farms where ROA>ROE for at least
three years. In this paper, farms with
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Figure 3. The percentage of KFMA farms where ROA > ROE for 3, 2, and 1 consecutive years
ROA>ROE for at least three years is used as a tor of when delinquency rate might start to
potential measure of when farms might have rise. The current situation of low farm profloan trouble.
itability has been occurring now for several
Notice in Figure 3 there are three periods years and we are just now starting to see an inwhere the percentage of farms with ROA crease in the delinquency rate.
greater than ROE for three or more consecutive years is above normal. The first period
was from 1981 to 1986 and corresponds to the
1980’s farm crisis. The second period started
around 2000 and peaked in 2004 while the
third period started in 2015. This second period
of higher than normal rates of farms with ROA
greater than ROE might help to explain higher
delinquency rates of farms in 2010 that was
shown in Figure 1.
While the percentage of farms with higher than
normal ROA greater than ROE doesn’t match
exactly with the increase in a higher delinquency rate, the percentage of farms with abnormally high ROA>ROE could be a leading indicaGregg Ibendahl
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Figure 4 compares the percentage of farms
with three consecutive years of ROA > ROE
with the farm delinquency rate. The farm percentage is shown on the left axis and the delinquency rate is shown on the right axis. Also included in this figure is the percentage of farms
where ROA>ROE but forwarded by four
years. As the figure indicates, when used as a
leading indicator, the percentage of farms
where ROA is greater than ROE can be used to
help predict when farm delinquency rates
might start to increase.

Conclusions
While the use of the percentage of farms where
ROA is greater than ROE for three consecutive
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Figure 4. Comparing the farm delinquency rate to the 3-year ROA>ROE percentage
years is not a perfect predictor of farm delin- 1980’s farm crisis. We can probably expect to
quencies, it does improve the accuracy in a see loan delinquency rates increase as well
more complicated model of predicting farm over the next few years.
loan delinquencies. A future paper will show
that the interest rate is also an important factor
in estimating farm loan delinquencies. The use
of the percentage of farms where ROA is
greater than ROE is useful because it shows
farm problems that are missing in a straight
analysis of just net farm income. Also, Kansas
with its KFMA program has access to the percentage of farms where ROA is greater than
ROE.
The current level of farms with ROA greater
than ROE for three consecutive years is at 45
percent. This percentage will likely be higher
once 2017 KFMA results are incorporated.
Even at 45 percent, the current level of these
distressed farms is as high as it was during the
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